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Mridul Dasgupta: He is a journalist and poet with 50 awards to his credit, including the 

National Writer’s Award (1975), Paschimbanga Bangla Akademy Award (2000) and 

Rabindra Puraskar (2012). Some of his major works include ‘Jalpai Kather Esraj’, ‘Evabe 

Kandena’, ‘Sonar Budbud’ and ‘Surjaste Nirmito Griho’. 

Guna Moran: Guna Moran is an Assamese poet and critic. His poems and literary pieces are 

published in national and international magazines, journals, webzines, newspapers and 

anthologies such as Tuck magazine, Setu, Story Mirror, Litinfinite,The Sentinel, International 

Anthology on Water (Waco Fest Anthology 2019), POETICA : The Inner Circle Writer’s 

Group Poetry Anthology 2019, LLP Poetry Anthology. His poems have been translated into 

Italian and French, Bangla language also. 

Bibekananda Choudhury: Bibekananda Choudhury, an electrical engineer by profession 

working with the State Government of Assam has completed his Masters from BITS-Pilani. 

His translated poems have been published in 'Indian Literature', the bi-monthly journal of 

sahitya akademy. A collection of 101 folk tales from the foothillsof Patkai translated by him 

has also been taken up by publication by GauhatiUniversity. He is presently the editor-in-

chief of Dimorian Review a multidisciplinary web journal. 

Megha Mazumder is currently a student of English Literature in AMITY University, 

Kolkata, India. She has been writing since long, she loves to realize how writing can act as 

the best healer, indeed. She does not follow any specific genre, but believes in jotting the 

dots through her poems to make her readers relate with her content and connect with her 

through the same. She is pursuing the third year of her graduation from Amity University 

Kolkata. 

Palash Gangopadhyay: Palash Gangopadhyay has been writing poems since a long time, 

and he is a regular contributor to many notable poetry journals, webzines and magazines. 

He is the editor of the Bengali magazine ‘Sannidhyo’.  

Ketaki Datta: Dr. Ketaki Datta, Associate Professor of English, Bidhannagar College Kolkata. 

"Maharani Sunity Devi Award" has been given to her by ABN Seal College, Coochbehar, in 

recognition of her contribution to academia and the society. She has two volumes of poetry 

to her credit, both of which have been published from London and Germany, 

respectively.She has three works of translation, one of them being from Sahitya Akademi, 

N.Delhi, and two novels to her credit, apart from numerous academic publications. She is 

the regional editor of The Theatre Times, based in USA, headed by Prof. Magda Romanska, 

Emerson College, Boston,USA. 

Ela Bose: Ela Bose has been attached to ‘Yugasagnik’ Patrika since a long time, and is a 

regular contributor to magazines, creative webzines like ‘Gutipokar Suto’ and she is also an 
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invited poet to several poetry festivals and has been awarded as "Sera Kobi " from 

Jugosagnik Little Magazine in the year 2018. List of the places where her poems have been 

published : Nabapatrika, Kobita Ashrom, Ekhon Santiniketan, 4 No. Platform, Bombay 

Duck, Bahaman, Abohoman and many others. 

Rehan Koushik: He is a notable poet and has multiple poetry books to his credit. Some of his 

poems have also been made into YouTube videos. He has also been a guest to numerous 

television shows including shows on Doordarshan that host talks on cultural programs.  

Parthajit Chanda: He forayed into poetry around year 2000. He has been mainly writing 

poems, although some of his major prose works are also noteworthy. He has been associated 

with various little magazines as a poem and prose writer for a long time. Some of his major 

works include ‘Haar Chapa Holud Journal’, ‘Dhanyalakshmi’ and ‘Parnoshabari’. 

Rajib Borah: Rajib Borah (born in 1970, at the world famous river island, Majuli, Assam) is an 

Associate Professor of Assamese Literature, working at Nazira College, Nazira, Sivasagar, 

Assam. Four well acclaimed collection of poems to his credit are- Tatini Tirar Khela (2005), 

Dhou (2006), Panibhaona(2013) and Andharotu Phute Phoring (2017). As a poet his major 

contributions include Vishwa Sahityar Porichoy (2015)(collection of articles), Asomiya Natya 

Parikroma Aru Sarikhon Asomiya Natak, (2013), Chinta Porikroma, 2006(collection of 

articles), Asomiya Kabita Bindurpora Shindhuloi, 2018 (An anthology of Assamese Poetry). 

Sourav Ahmed Sakib: Sakib is known for two of his famous poetry anthology ‘Ebang 

Sanghamitra’ (2017) and ‘Swagatokti o Tumi’ (2018). He has also written a novel named 

‘Ogo Dukhojaganiya (2019). He is the editor of a magazine ‘Sanghamitra’. He is a regular 

contributor to many notable magazines and journals across Bengal, and his poems have also 

been published in webzines.  

Anish Ghosh: Anish Ghosh is a publishing advisor with ‘Atmajan Katha’. He also works as 

the Executive Editor for ‘Shatbdir Kolkata’ and ‘Banglar Mrittika’. He was a former sub-

editor of Aajkal. He is a writer and journalist who has been a regular contributor to 

numerous magazines and creative journals.  

Tapas Gupta: He has completed his Masters in Literature and also has experience in 

journalism. Afterwards, he also made several ad-films in Bangalore. He is the editor of 

‘Girban’ literary magazine. He has penned a poetry book ‘Mrityu Gunitak’. 

Aranyak Basu: Aranyak Basu is a notable poet, recitor, dramatist and travelogue-

writer.Some of his major works include 'Megh Roddur Neelakash', 'Nirbachito Premer 

Kobita', 'Shalbonir Radhachura','Nirbachito Natok', 'Chhayapother Kachhe ebang Onyanyo', 

'Aksho Premer Kobita'. He is a recipient of several awards including Chhattisgarh Bangla 
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Akademi Award, Paribeshbandhob Sahityo Samman Award 2019, Bibhuti Sahityo Ratno, 

Prabrajya Sahityo Puroshkar, Chhuti Sahityo Puroshkar, Sunderban Anubhab Sahityo 

Samman and All India Children's Literary Art Samman. 

Sayan Ray: A teacher of English by profession. His first anthology of poems in Bengali was 

named ‘Mahamanober Poshak/ Apparel of an Apostle’ and it was published in 2000. Till 

date, his six anthology of poems have been published. Sayan is the editor of a poetry-based 

magazine ‘Guhalipi.’ He is a regular contributor to several notable poetry magazines and 

journals.  

Sany Sarkar: Sany Sarkar is a poet and a creative writer. He is the editor of ‘Uttarer Saradin’, 
one of the most widely-circulated newspaper in West Bengal. One of his major creative 

works includes ‘Gangshalikher Ghor o Anyanyo’. Sany is a regular contributor to multiple 

magazines and journals including ‘Dainik Bajrokantho’ and ‘Kingshuk.’ 

Giulia Mastrantoni: Giulia has published widely in her first language, Italian, and is now 

completing a PhD in Creative Writing at Monash University, Melbourne. She loves writing 

both fiction and nonfiction, and she hopes to start writing in French sometime soon. For 

Litinfinite January issue, she has written a short story named ‘The Bad Luck Thieves’. 

 

Arupam Maity: He works for the Eastern Railways India. Apart from his profession, he is 

also a multilingual poet, storyteller, novelist, essayist and author. He is a regular contributor 

to several magazines, poetry journals and he has been invited as a guest poet to several 

poetry festivals across India.  

 

Saptaparna Roy: She is presently working as an Assistant Professor and Departmental 

Coordinator of English, with the deprtamnet of Humanities, at Heritage Institute of Kolkata. 

She has more than 12 years of teaching experience and is a widely-travelled pedagogy 

trainer. She is pursuing Ph.D from the Women’s Studies Research Centre, University of 

Calcutta.  

Samipendra Banerjee: Dr Samipendra Banerjee teaches at the department of English, 

University of Gour Banga, Malda, and West Bengal. He is a director and actor with the 

drama club of the University, where he and his students are currently performing Brecht’s 

Galileo. He has also widely published articles on theatre studies.  

Mousumi Hazra: She has recently completed her Postgraduation in English literature from 

Presidency University and has been thoroughly interested in writing research articles, 
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literary reviews. The concerned research paper is one of her most interested and worked 

areas. She has authored several research articles, one short story and one poem as of now. 

Naruhiko Mikado: Naruhiko Mikado is a graduate student of Osaka University, Japan, who 

will secure an MA degree in April 2020. While majoring in American Literature, especially 

critical analysis of the works of Washington Irving, he has interest in diverse fields such as 

philosophy, media studies, and narratology other than literary criticism. 

Nirban Nandy: Nirban Nandy has done his Postgraduation in English from Amity 

University Kolkata, and at present he is working as a guest faculty at University of 

Engineering and Management, Kolkata. He has qualified UGC NET in 2019. 

Bisnu Charan Mahto: Ph.D. Scholar, Department of English, Ranchi University, Ranchi, 

Jharkhand. He has been teaching English as Second Language for past 10 years, helped 

thousands of aspirants to realize their dreams by guiding them successfully clear different 

competitive exams or interviews for Jobs in Public as well as Private sector. He is passionate 

about spreading the joy of learning and teaching. 

Subho Chakraborty: Subho Chakraborty is a director, actor, creative writer, and singer and 

recitation expert from Siuri, West Bengal. He also has a keen interest in translation, and he 

has translated many poems of Octavio Paz, Abbas Kiarostami, Juan Ramon Jimenez and 

many others. His notable work includes ‘Ishwarer Mukhe Andhokar’.  
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